
 

Quiz monday sections 6 9

Exam on Friday 0924 21
Includes material covered up to andincluding Sept20th

At which values of XEDf
is f cts

I if X o
fix 4 if 02 22

2x if X 2

Domain

80
2

O

OBSERVI f must be continuous on C o o u 0 2 U 2,0
because on those intervals f coincides with known
continuous functions



What about X o

We now check the det of continuity
XO For continuity we require that

limofix exists X

Him fix fro

To this end we check LH Rtt limits

limo taxi limo 1 1
limit ONE

Isotta Hi 4 4

So fix is discontinuous at 4 0

What about x 2

We again check the det of continuity
The criteria are very similar only a

changes



4 2 For continuity we require that

Lim fix exists
Xyz

Iim fix fiz
x 72

We again turn to LA Rtt limits

lim fix lim 4 4
x2 x2

I
limit exists and

lim fix line 2x y
has a value of 4

x 2t X 72T

Lastly we must verify that f 2 also has
the same value as the limit

f 2 4 Lim text

So fix is centners at X 2



SAIF The Derivative

study of how a function changes

Now some functions are easy to analyze

Lines are particularly easy to understand

constant

y mxtb
decreasing

increasing

We can easily determine whether a line corresponds to
an increasing decreasing or constant function by
just focusing on the m value i e the slope

But what about more complicated functions

fix

No We attempt to understand f
by attaching a line cuz they're

df nice that is tangent so they're

in the same direction to f
called the tangent line to

at x a
f a



We then arrive at the following observation

the slope of the tangent line
key observation tells us exactly how f changes

though only Ka

Consider ya X 1

Find slope of tangent line at a 2

We'll derive the expression momentarily

Has eq y yo mix Xo

But what's m

Since it's hard to find me directly we're going to do
the next best thing approximate

knife We're
going to take a look at

712,5 a secant line hits our function

twice rather than a tangent line

2142th I 2 plus a little bitmore



Though the secant lines are a little more complicated the

slope is easier to determine

mu BI FIEF
slope

offsecant

fc2 tn
line i e approximation

We now make another crucial observation

key Observation
As 40 the secant line
looks more and more like the

tangent line

In particular

slope of tangent
line

Into slope of secantline

M lim
hoo

tkth

Here m is called the derivativeoff



More
generally

flak limoflathffal
this called the dethof the derivative at a point
X A

Find the eq of the tangent line
to fix x 7 1 2,19

Before we do any
calculus

notice that our line must

pass through 2,19
2

So our eq will look

like

y 19 M X 2

All that's left is to find

me



From our discussion above

M slope of tangent 12 limo ff2line

lighthittythti1

Him
4 4htht14t7ht

Timo MEI
limo 11th 11

So our tangent line is

y 19 111 2

or

y 11 3



Warning By deth a derivative is a limit so

derivatives may or may not exist

Find flo where

fix
2 if Xo

1 if Xzo

Notice that we're asking for the deriv 9 0

floating forth
limo tent

Since f does diff things on either side of 0
we must use LAIRA limits

him that limo
3

I
as

life tht ling I 0



Thus flo DNE the LH Rtt limits disagree

Sidenote This fact is easily verified by looking at

the graph of X
this is thetrendingbehavior ofthe

f Eentaedestfitsnotie

iE E
Let fix Iz Find f'd

By det fill limhoo ththffa

kdi
n

l
niI

lim
III



I ttitieth

line Etf

Is IEEE Ins Ete
2

So f'd 2

this is the slope of tangent line to

fix Iz x 1



MoreDerivative Examples

EX Let fix Find fll

fill limo flithfff

him

dingo

info

timo'Ittitt
L ZIEL II IT



I 2

Tangentline
Tfiid

y y mix xD

y 1 2 x 1

Ex Let go X Find 912

g z linn 912th
thing Cathy
him

4t4hth 2th

Liz 8784 244444
3 8



limo 12htubhth

limo 12 tbh the 12

YI

Tangentline

2,8
FYI mix x

y 8
12 x 2

EX Let fix Fx Find f o

flo limo flothff
linnoff linmoth



lingo 543

II th
LI

limo If a

RE
Thus

Ingot If o flo DNE

The slope of the tangent
in doesn't make

sense


